The natural analogue of the Rayleigh problem, in the case of inhomogeneous (and in particular, randomly inhomogeneous) media, is a model of an inhomogeneous elastic half-space. The common wisdom of the localization theory suggests that in the case of a randomly inhomogeneous elastic medium occupying the whole space R d d 3, delocalized (extended) states exist for low a nd high frequencies, and localized states exist for an interval (\window") of intermediate frequencies (if the disorder is large enough). In the case of half-in nite random inhomogeneous media the above p icture should be complemented by t h e s u rface solutions which are delocalized (propagating) with respect to the transverse coordinates, if the inhomogeneity i s w eak enough (or if their frequency is small enough).
The above picture assumes the positive solution of a hard problem, the proof of the existence of delocalized states in a randomly inhomogeneous media. We w ill consider in this note a class of simpler problems where similar phenomena is expected to emerge. A typical example is the boundary value problem for the Laplace equation:
; X u = Eu X = ( x ) 2 where ' 2 R d;1 E = ' 2 ; a 2 ; a 2 .
Thus for a < 0 w e h a ve a nalogues of the volume and the surface waves the only di erence between (1.1)-(1.2) and the Rayleigh problem is that the spectral parameter can be negative.
This note is an introduction to the program whose goal is to understand the structure of the solutions of the eigenvalue problem (1.1)-(1.2) in which V is a quasi-periodic or random function. In the next section we g i v e a m ore precise description of the program the explicitly solvable model V ( ) const will serve u s a s a guide. In the Section 3 we p r e sent some rigorous results concerning the discrete analog of the model (1.1)-(1.2).
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(ii) a < 0. The spectrum of H V is the interval ;a 2 1) R + , a n d is again purely absolutely continuous. The generalized eigenfunctions are given by ( 1 . 4 ) and (1.5) we c a l l t h e m r espectively the volume (bulk) and the surface (grazing) solutions (waves). These eigenfunctions satisfy the relations:
Thus, the volume waves fu 1 (X K) : K 2 R d g and the surface waves fu 2 (X ') : ' 2 R d;1 g generate two o rthogonal subspaces. In other words, the spectrum of H V , for V ( ) a < 0, consists of two \ l a yers" (channels) 0 1) and ;a 2 1). The rst corresponds to the volume waves (1.4) and the second to the surface waves (1.5). There is no scattering between the volume channel and the surface channel.
We n o w m e n tion a few other problems which h a ve a similar structure of the spectrum.
The Schr odinger operator in R d with a surface potential.
We consider the Schr odinger equation It is easy to show that all these problems with V = c o n st have t h e surface (subspace) solutions which d e c a y exponentially as jxj ! 1 and which a re the plane waves in -variable, i.e. propagate along the subspace Z d2 .
Similar results are also known for the case where V ( ) i s p eriodic (see [5] [6] [7] ).
The goal of our program is to analyze the spectral and scattering properties of the above m odels in the cases where the function V ( ) i s quasi-periodic and random to analyze the structure of the generalized eigenfunctions of the models and to study their propagation properties to understand to what extent the simple division of spectra into the \vol-ume" channel and \surface" channel persists after replacing the constant boundary condition with a function of the above t ype.
For the rest of this note we w ill discuss only the discrete boundary value problem. In the next section we p resent some rigorous result on the model. To g i v e the reader the taste of the results we a r e aiming to, we nish this section with the following simple result. Recalling the property of polynomial boundedness of generalized eigenfunctions of nite-di erence operators, we d e n e the set S of the surface (subspace) solutions for the model ( The proof of this proposition follows from:
(ii) The polynomial bound ju E (X)j C " (1 + jXj d=2+" ) " > 0 which i s v alid for almost all E with respect to the spectral measure of H V (iii) The exponential decay o f t he \free" Green function g E (X), E 6 2 (H 0 ). 3 . Discrete boundary value problem. In this section we p r e s e n t some rigorous results concerning the discrete boundary value problem (2.7)-(2.9) introduced in Section 2. We w ould like t o e mphasize in advance that our understanding of the problem is limited we h a ve only a few results to announce here. We plan to present a m o re complete analysis of the problem in 4] and 17]. In the case where the random variables v( ) a re degenerate, v( ) a, the spectrum of the operator H V is absolutely continuous and lls the union of two i n tervals (H V ) = ;2d 2d] ;2(d ; 1) + E 0 (ga) 2(d ; 1) + E 0 (ga)] there E 0 (ga) = ga+ ga] ;1 , jE 0 (ga)j 2, is the only eigenvalue of the one dimensional boundary value problem u(x;1)+u(x+1 )=Eu(x), u(;1) = gau(0) (this eigenvalue exists if jgaj > 1). As in the continuous case, these intervals correspond to two \ c hannels", volume waves and surface waves. If the surface channel exists (jgaj > 1), then it has a \tail" lying outside of (H 0 ). The generalized eigenfunction associated to the \volume channel" do not decay i n a n y direction the ones associated to the the \surface channel" are exponentially decaying in the x-variable.
Our goal is to understand how i s t h e s tructure of spectrum a ected after the replacement o f t h e constant p o tential along the boundary with the random one.
The standard ergodicity a r g ument (see e.g. 9], or 10]), yields that there are closed sets ac pp ac R so that for a.e. V , ac (H V ) = ac , sc (H V ) = sc , pp (H V ) = pp . I n particular, for a.e. V (H V ) = ac sc pp :
In fact, it is not too di cult to explicitly identify the set . If V is the support of density f unction p(v), namely the closure of the set fv : p(v) 6 = 0g, then = ;2d 2d] f ;2(d ; 1) 2(d ; 1) ] + E 0 (gV)g where X + Y = fx + y x 2 X y 2 Y g:
It is a characteristic feature of the model that the operator H V always has lots of absolutely continuous spectra, due to the free propagation along the x-axis. Combining Proposition 2.1 (which n aturally also holds for the model (2.7)-(2.9)) and Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we c o n c l u d e that in the strong localization regime the eigenfunctions are the surface solutions of respective equation and that they decay exponentially not only in the transverse coordinates x but also in the longitudinal coordinates . I n o t her words, in the cases treated in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 the surface waves are localized by s trong uctuations of the random potential.
On the other hand, according to Theorem 3.1, the absolutely continuous spectrum lls the interval ;2d 2d] for all strengths of the coupling. 
